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A Short History of the Ancient World begins with the Bronze Age and ends with the collapse of the Roman Empire. Rather than
restricting his analysis to the Greek and Roman experience, Rauh introduces students to ancient Africa, Israel, Egypt, Iran, China,
and the Indian subcontinent. To aid students on their journey into the ancient world, Rauh has provided key terms and definitions,
"What Have We Learned" review points, and an engaging art program that includes 51 images within the "Art in Focus" and
"Materials and Techniques" features. Informative maps, chronologies, and tables also give students a closer look into the rise and
fall of these great civilizations. Learning extends beyond the book with UTP's History Matters website
(www.utphistorymatters.com) which includes relevant essay and multiple choice questions. With A Short History of the Ancient
World, Rauh has crafted a comprehensive exploration of humanity's most fascinating early civilizations.
The History of the Ancient World: From the Earliest Accounts to the Fall of RomeW. W. Norton & Company
A lively and engaging narrative history showing the common threads in the cultures that gave birth to our own. This is the first
volume in a bold new series that tells the stories of all peoples, connecting historical events from Europe to the Middle East to the
far coast of China, while still giving weight to the characteristics of each country. Susan Wise Bauer provides both sweeping scope
and vivid attention to the individual lives that give flesh to abstract assertions about human history. Dozens of maps provide a clear
geography of great events, while timelines give the reader an ongoing sense of the passage of years and cultural interconnection.
This old-fashioned narrative history employs the methods of “history from beneath”—literature, epic traditions, private letters and
accounts—to connect kings and leaders with the lives of those they ruled. The result is an engrossing tapestry of human behavior
from which we may draw conclusions about the direction of world events and the causes behind them.
Provides a reference to those events and personalities of classical antiquity most often encountered in Western art and literature
Starting with the Roman army’s first foray beyond its borders and ending with Hadrian’s death (138 CE), David Potter’s
panorama of the early Empire recounts the wars, leaders and social transformations that lay the foundations of imperial success.
As today’s parallels reveal, the Romans have much to teach us about power, governance and leadership.
What went wrong in imperial Rome, and how we can avoid it: “If you want to understand where America stands in the world today,
read this.” —Thomas E. Ricks The rise and fall of ancient Rome has been on American minds since the beginning of our republic.
Depending on who’s doing the talking, the history of Rome serves as either a triumphal call to action—or a dire warning of
imminent collapse. In this “provocative and lively” book, Cullen Murphy points out that today we focus less on the Roman
Republic than on the empire that took its place, and reveals a wide array of similarities between the two societies (The New York
Times). Looking at the blinkered, insular culture of our capitals; the debilitating effect of bribery in public life; the paradoxical issue
of borders; and the weakening of the body politic through various forms of privatization, Murphy persuasively argues that we most
resemble Rome in the burgeoning corruption of our government and in our arrogant ignorance of the world outside—two things that
must be changed if we are to avoid Rome’s fate. “Are We Rome? is just about a perfect book. . . . I wish every politician would
spend an evening with this book.” —James Fallows
This voyage of exploration chronicles twenty-four hours in the life of a Roman patrician, beginning at dawn on an ordinary day in
the year 115 A.D., with Imperial Rome at the height of its power.
Presents essays and primary and secondary documents that examine various aspects of life in ancient Rome, including home life,
the role of slaves, religious beliefs, wedding celebrations, and athletic activities.
A chronicle of forty forgotten ancient civilizations which highlights the important contributions that each has made to modern society. The
ancient world of the Mediterranean and the Near East saw the birth and collapse of great civilizations. While several of these are well known,
for all those that have been recorded, many have been unjustly forgotten. Our history is overflowing with different cultures that have all
evolved over time, sometimes dissolving or reforming, though ultimately shaping the way we continue to live. But for every culture that has
been remembered, what have we forgotten? This thorough guide explores those civilizations that have faded from the pages of our textbooks
but played a significant role in the development of modern society. Forgotten Peoples of the Ancient World covers the Hyksos to the
Hephthalites and everyone in between, providing a unique overview of humanity’s history from approximately 3000 BCE–550 CE. A wide
range of illustrated artifacts and artworks, as well as specially drawn maps, help to tell the stories of forty lost peoples and allow readers to
take a direct look into the past. Each entry exposes a diverse culture, highlighting their important contributions and committing their
achievements to paper. Forgotten Peoples of the Ancient World is an immersive, thought-provoking, and entertaining book for anyone
interested in ancient history.
Traces the rise of Rome as an unlikely evolution from a market village to the world's most powerful empire, offering insight into its political
clashes, military strategies, leading figures, and internal corruptions.
Explores the ancient civilization of Rome by examining all aspects of daily life across all strata of society and focusing on the cycles of
farming and trade, marriage and family life, education, and entertainment.
New York Times Bestseller A New York Times Notable Book Named one of the Best Books of the Year by the Wall Street Journal, the
Economist, Foreign Affairs, and Kirkus Reviews Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award (Nonfiction) Shortlisted for the Cundill Prize
in Historical Literature Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize (History) A San Francisco Chronicle Holiday Gift Guide Selection A New
York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice Selection A sweeping, "magisterial" history of the Roman Empire from one of our foremost
classicists shows why Rome remains "relevant to people many centuries later" (Atlantic). In SPQR, an instant classic, Mary Beard narrates
the history of Rome "with passion and without technical jargon" and demonstrates how "a slightly shabby Iron Age village" rose to become
the "undisputed hegemon of the Mediterranean" (Wall Street Journal). Hailed by critics as animating "the grand sweep and the intimate
details that bring the distant past vividly to life" (Economist) in a way that makes "your hair stand on end" (Christian Science Monitor) and
spanning nearly a thousand years of history, this "highly informative, highly readable" (Dallas Morning News) work examines not just how we
think of ancient Rome but challenges the comfortable historical perspectives that have existed for centuries. With its nuanced attention to
class, democratic struggles, and the lives of entire groups of people omitted from the historical narrative for centuries, SPQR will to shape our
view of Roman history for decades to come.
How did the Romans go from a small tribe living on the banks of the Tiber to an imperial power that at its height encompassed some 64
million people across three continents? And how can we explain the decline and eventual collapse of this vast empire? This authoritative,
highly readable textbook offers a complete survey of the history of Rome from its origins, through the Republic and Empire, to the period of its
decline and fall, ending with the emergence of Mohammed in the 6th century.Written by a historian with an international reputation, the book
incorporates the most recent scholarship and archaeological evidence. It describes the key events in Roman history, and offers fascinating
insights into Roman life and culture as they changed and developed over the centuries.
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How many people could read and write in the ancient world of the Greeks and Romans? No one has previously tried to give a systematic
answer to this question. Most historians who have considered the problem at all have given optimistic assessments, since they have been
impressed by large bodies of ancient written material such as the graffiti at Pompeii. They have also been influenced by a tendency to
idealize the Greek and Roman world and its educational system. In Ancient Literacy W. V. Harris provides the first thorough exploration of the
levels, types, and functions of literacy in the classical world, from the invention of the Greek alphabet about 800 B.C. down to the fifth century
A.D. Investigations of other societies show that literacy ceases to be the accomplishment of a small elite only in specific circumstances.
Harris argues that the social and technological conditions of the ancient world were such as to make mass literacy unthinkable. Noting that a
society on the verge of mass literacy always possesses an elaborate school system, Harris stresses the limitations of Greek and Roman
schooling, pointing out the meagerness of funding for elementary education. Neither the Greeks nor the Romans came anywhere near to
completing the transition to a modern kind of written culture. They relied more heavily on oral communication than has generally been
imagined. Harris examines the partial transition to written culture, taking into consideration the economic sphere and everyday life, as well as
law, politics, administration, and religion. He has much to say also about the circulation of literary texts throughout classical antiquity. The
limited spread of literacy in the classical world had diverse effects. It gave some stimulus to critical thought and assisted the accumulation of
knowledge, and the minority that did learn to read and write was to some extent able to assert itself politically. The written word was also an
instrument of power, and its use was indispensable for the construction and maintenance of empires. Most intriguing is the role of writing in
the new religious culture of the late Roman Empire, in which it was more and more revered but less and less practiced. Harris explores these
and related themes in this highly original work of social and cultural history. Ancient Literacy is important reading for anyone interested in the
classical world, the problem of literacy, or the history of the written word.
"The sources include literary evidence such as poetry, letters and philosophy, as well as epitaphs and other inscriptions, along with visual
material of, in particular, funerary monuments and cemeteries." "This varied evidence collectively builds a vivid picture of how people died,
were buried, commemorated and remembered, and what the living believed happened to the dead after they were gone." "Topics covered
include the deathbed, making a will, memory promotion, the funeral, the cemetery, funerary monuments, mourning rituals, expressions of
grief and afterlife beliefs."--BOOK JACKET.
Comprehensive survey of the civilization of ancient Rome.

Explore the History and Mythology of Egypt, Greece and Rome! ** 3 Books In 1 - Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, Ancient
Rome ** Ancient Egypt: Through exploring the ancient Egyptian ruins and tombs, we have been able to learn much about
their way of life, views of the afterlife, religious beliefs, dynasties, invasions from foreign kingdoms, battle tactics, family,
and more... In this book you will find: How Egypt came to become the first empire The creation myth of Amun-Ra, Osiris,
and Set A timeline of the entire reign of the Egyptian dynastic periods, from the Old Kingdom to Roman Egypt The
Heliopolitan Ennead and its importance Details on some of the most important gods including Ra, Amun-Ra, Anubis,
Bastet, Isis, and Sekhmet Details on the life of some of the most prominent kings including Menes, Cheops, Amenemhet
I, Tuthmosis I and III, Akhenaten, Ramesses II and III, and Ptolemy I Soter The lives of some of the most important
queens and how they gained power including Khentkawes I, Ahmose-Nefertari, Hatshepsut, Tiye, Nefertiti, and the
famed Cleopatra VII How the pyramids and temples were built Busting the myth that the slaves built the pyramids One of
the most prominent myths of the afterlife How the water levels of the Nile caused either prosperity or disaster The daily
lives of Egyptians, how they farmed, their family dynamic, and hygiene And more... Ancient Greece: There are few things
as fascinating and exciting as the world of Ancient Greece, and in the following book, you are going to learn everything
you'll ever need to know about the history and socio-political makeup of the world of Ancient Greece. Where did Greek
culture come from? When did it begin to taste shape? Where there any precursors to the Ancient Greeks? Find the
answers to all of these questions: Start your amazing journey into the world of Ancient Greece with a look at the rise of
Greece in the Archaic era Follow Ancient Greece on its path to great power and prosperity and we move into the hugely
important Classical era Find out how the world changed in massive ways, and Ancient Greece shifts along with the
changing times of the Hellenistic era Learn all about the changing role of Ancient Greece as it takes its place in history
under the rule of the Roman Empire And more... Ancient Rome: Few societies and historical periods capture our
fascination as much as ancient Rome. With a founding steeped in legend, along with the rise and fall of a monarchy, a
republic, and an empire filled with colorful, and often even bizarre, leaders and popular figures, it is no wonder that it has
been the source of inspiration for a multitude of novels, movies, and television shows. While this entertainment fare has
had varying degrees of historical accuracy, a great deal of artistic license does not need to be taken to make the story of
ancient Rome intriguing and scintillating. It was a society and a people rich with a drama that still captures our interest
even today, more than 1500 years since the fall of the great Roman Empire. In this book you are going to find out about:
The founding and rise of the Roman Republic The era of an empire The Christianization of the empire and its impact The
masterpiece of Rome How it becomes a melting pot of theism And more... Don't wait another moment to enjoy from this
information - Get your copy of Ancient Historyright away!
Enormous numbers of slaves were absorbed into Roman society from the third century B.C. onwards. Mainly enslaved
prisoners of war, they transformed the quality of life in the Roman Empire beyond recognition. In this anthology the
author offers a complete collection of Greek and Latin sources in an English translation which deal with the great slave
rebellions in the second and first centuries B.C. In a postscript Zvi Yavetz surveys the controversy on slaves and slavery
from the French Revolution to our own days, with an emphasis on the debate between Marxists and non-Marxists. The
book is intended for specialists and generalists alike, including those who have had no previous classical education, but
could after delving in sources concern themselves with one of the most intriguing problems in world history. Zvi Yavetz
holds the Lessing Chair of Roman History at Tel Aviv University, Israel, and is distinguished visiting professor at Queens
College of the City University of New York. He is the author of many books in Hebrew, French and German on Roman
history among which are Julius Caesar and His Public Image and Plebs and Princips.
Describes what life was like for children in ancient Rome, discussing education, entertainment, daily customs, and
religion.
Examines the reasons for the fall of the Roman empire, discussing the military factors that led to the deterioration of the
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Roman army, and the political and social problems that led to Rome's gradual decline.
Michael Kulikowski takes readers into the political heart of imperial Rome, beginning with the reign of Hadrian, who
visited the farthest reaches of his domain and created stable frontiers, to the decades after Constantine the Great, who
overhauled the government, introduced a new state religion, and founded a second Rome.
Now available in paperback, Omerod's classic Piracy in the Ancient World brings the treachery of the ancient high seas
alive. Drawing on the works of Homer and Thucydides and the historical records that have survived from ancient Greece
and Rome, Ormerod reconstructs the dangers of coastal living and seafaring and the attempts to protect against the
threat of invasion from the seas. Seaborne brigands were greatly feared in the ancient world. Pirates not only preyed on
merchant ships and fishing craft in the Mediterranean but also wreaked havoc on coastal townstaking men, women, and
children to ransom or sell as slaves; raiding treasures; and exacting tribute from fearful town leaders. Responding to the
threat of piracy, the Greeks established their primary cities inland for protection and even in their North African and
Sicilian outposts they left coastal land uncultivated. Mariners feared pirate ships around every promontory and sought
protection from the navies of such states as Rhodes and Crete. The Romans were beset in the time of their early
Republic by "Tyrreanean" pirates based in the south of Italy and during the last years of the Empire by the Cilician pirates
of Asia Minor. When one great pirate, Sextus Pompeiius, was finally suppressed, rather than being punished he was
charged with ridding the seas of his former followers. His attempts failed. Now available in paperback, Ormerod's classic
Piracy in the Ancient World brings the treachery of the ancient high seas alive. Drawing on the works of Homer and
Thucydides and the historical records that have survived from ancient Greece and Rome, Ormerod reconstructs the
dangers of coastal living and seafaring and the attempts to protect against the threat of invasion from the seas. He
describes the general nature of early piracy, ancient navigation, and the pirate's routines and tactics.
The rise and fall of the Roman World is one of the most fascinating stories in history. This book traces the historical,
cultural and political development of the small Iron Age tribe on the banks of the River Tiber who developed into the
rulers of an empire that dominated the Western world. While her legionaries brought Roman rule to the far corners of
Europe and the Middle East, her poets, architects, politicians and philosophers were creating a cultural legacy that still
survives today. In this ambitious and lavishly illustrated book, the history of this remarkable people has been traced,
allowing readers a clear and concise insight into the Roman World. Use the well-researched text, superb maps, specially
commissioned artwork, and copious photographs the Atlas of Ancient Rome to follow the origins, rise, decline, and fall of
the greatest empire the world has ever known.
In this unconventional and accessible history, Italian best-seller Alberto Angela literally follows the money to map the
reach and power of the Roman Empire. To see a map of the Roman Empire at the height of its territorial expansion is to
be struck by its size, stretching from Scotland to Kuwait, from the Sahara to the North Sea. What was life like in the
Empire, and how were such diverse peoples and places united under one rule? The Reach of Rome explores these
questions through an ingenious lens: the path of a single coin as it changes hands and traverses the vast realms of the
empire in the year 115. Admired in his native Italy for his ability to bring history to life through narrative, Alberto Angela
opens up the ancient world to readers who have felt intimidated by the category or put off by dry historical tomes. By
focusing on aspects of daily life so often overlooked in more academic treatments, The Reach of Rome travels back in
time and shows us a world that was perhaps not very different from our own. And by following the path of a coin through
the streams of commerce, we can touch every corner of that world and its people, from legionnaires and senators to
prostitutes and slaves. Through lively and detailed vignettes all based on archeological and historical evidence, Angela
reveals the vast Roman world and its remarkable modernity, and in so doing he reinforces the relevance of the ancient
world for a new generation of readers.
Describes the daily life of Romans of all classes, their festivals, religious life, and family life.
Whether you're an armchair tourist, are visiting Rome for the first time, or are a veteran of the city's charms, travelers of all ages
and stages will benefit from this fascinating guidebook to Rome's ancient city. Aicher's commentary orients the visitor to each site's
ancient significance. Photographs, maps, and floorplans abound, all making this a one-of-a-kind guide. A separate volume of
sources in Greek and Latin is available for scholars who want access to the original texts.
This title discusses topics such as the soldiers of Ancient Rome, descriptions of gladiator battles and the conspiracies of emperor
murders.
History Alive! The Ancient World introduces students to the beginnings of the human story. As they explore the great early
civilizations of Egypt and the Near East, India, China, Greece, and Rome, students discover the secrets of these ancient cultures
that continue to influence the modern world. History Alive! The Medieval World and Beyond explores the legacy of civilizations
from Europe, Africa, and the Middle East to Asia and the Americas. History Alive! The United States Through Industrialism
immerses students in a powerful journey through the history of the United States from its earliest foundations to the age of
industrialism. History Alive! The United States Through Modern Times captures the story of the United States from the precolonial
era to the 21st century.
Walk a day in a Roman's sandals. What was it like to live in one of the ancient world's most powerful and bustling cities - one that
was eight times more densely populated than modern day New York? In this entertaining and enlightening guide, bestselling
historian Philip Matyszak introduces us to the people who lived and worked there. In each hour of the day we meet a new
character - from emperor to slave girl, gladiator to astrologer, medicine woman to water-clock maker - and discover the fascinating
details of their daily lives.
"Describes the life and times of ancient Rome. The readers' choices reveal the historical details of life from the perspectives of a
wealthy Roman man, a young Roman woman, and a peasant"--Provided by publisher.
In 88 B.C. it seems as if all the world is at war. From Rome to Greece and to Egypt itself, most of civilization is on the verge of war.
The young Gordianus—a born-and-raised Roman citizen—is living in Alexandria, making ends meet by plying his trade of solving
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puzzles and finding things out for pay. He whiles away his time with his slave Bethesda, waiting for the world to regain its sanity.
But on the day Gordianus turns twenty-two, Bethesda is kidnapped by brigands who mistake her for a rich man's mistress. If
Gordianus is to find and save Bethesda, who has come to mean more to him than even he suspected, he must find the kidnappers
before they realize their mistake and cut their losses. Using all the skills he learned from his father, Gordianus must track them
down and convince them that he can offer something of enough value in exchange for Bethesda's release. As the streets of
Alexandria slowly descend into chaos, and the citizenry begin to riot with rumors of an impending invasion by Ptolmey's brother,
Gordianus finds himself in the midst of a very bold and dangerous plot—the raiding and pillaging of the golden sarcophagus of
Alexander the Great himself. New York Times bestselling author Steven Saylor returns, chronicling the early years of his detective,
Gordianus, before he assumed the title of The Finder. Raiders of the Nile is the latest in his much-loved series of mysteries set in
the late Roman Republic.
"As panoramic as it is learned, this is ancient history for our globalized world." Tom Holland, author of Dynasty and Rubicon
Twenty-five-hundred years ago, civilizations around the world entered a revolutionary new era that overturned old order and laid
the foundation for our world today. In the face of massive social changes across three continents, radical new forms of government
emerged; mighty wars were fought over trade, religion, and ideology; and new faiths were ruthlessly employed to unify vast
empires. The histories of Rome and China, Greece and India-the stories of Constantine and Confucius, Qin Shi Huangdi and
Hannibal-are here revealed to be interconnected incidents in the midst of a greater drama. In Ancient Worlds, historian Michael
Scott presents a gripping narrative of this unique age in human civilization, showing how diverse societies responded to similar
pressures and how they influenced one another: through conquest and conversion, through trade in people, goods, and ideas. An
ambitious reinvention of our grandest histories, Ancient Worlds reveals new truths about our common human heritage. "A bold and
imaginative page-turner that challenges ideas about the world of antiquity." Peter Frankopan, author of The Silk Roads

History comes alive in the tales of bloody battles and the ingenious inventions that continue to influence our lives today.
This eye-opening book will serve as an unbeatable guide to Ancient Rome -- from its legendary origins to the eventual
decline of the empire.
Traces the political and military history of Roman Republic and Empire, from the Italian Iron Age to the last emperor in
476 A.D., examining the link between political institutions and military campaigns, the rise of Christianity, the eventual
downfall of the western empire, and other key topics.
The events and personalities of ancient Rome spring to life in this history, from its founding in 753 B.C. to the death of the
philosopher-emperor Marcus Aurelius in A.D. 180. Paul A. Zoch presents, in contemporary language, the history of Rome
and the stories of its protagonists?such as Romulus and Remus, Horatius, and Nero-which are so often omitted from
more specialized studies. With an eye detail, Zoch guides his readers through the military campaigns and political
developments that shaped Rome’s rise from a small Italian city to the greatest imperial power the world had ever known.
We witness the long struggle against the enemy city of Carthage. We follow Caesar as he campaigns in Britain, and we
observe the ebb and flow of Rome’s fortunes in the Hellenistic East. Writing with the belief that such stories contain
moral lessons that are relevant today, Zoch presents a narrative that is both entertaining and informative. An afterword
takes the history to the fall of the Roman Empire in the West in A.D. 476.
A spectacular and engaging non-fiction Eyewitness guide to one of history's greatest civilizations, Ancient Rome How did
the Roman's shape our world? What was life like for the average Roman? Find out in Eyewitness Ancient Rome and
discover all about Roman's and their civilization. From powerful senators and emperors to the Roman's ancient gods,
you'll have a spectacular view into one of history's most fascinating civilisations. Eyewitness reference books are now
more interactive and colourful, with new infographics, statistics, facts and timelines, plus a giant pull-out wall chart; you'll
be an expert on Ancient Rome in no time. Great for projects or just for fun, learn everything you need to know about the
Roman's with Eyewitness.
A fascinating history of the intricate web of trade routes connecting ancient Rome to Eastern civilizations, including its
powerful rival, the Han Empire. The Roman Empire and the Silk Routes investigates the trade routes between Rome and
the powerful empires of inner Asia, including the Parthian Empire of ancient Persia, and the Kushan Empire which seized
power in Bactria (Afghanistan), laying claim to the Indus Kingdoms. Further chapters examine the development of
Palmyra as a leading caravan city on the edge of Roman Syria. Raoul McLaughlin also delves deeply into Rome’s trade
ventures through the Tarim territories, which led its merchants to the Han Empire of ancient China. Having established a
system of Central Asian trade routes known as the Silk Road, the Han carried eastern products as far as Persia and the
frontiers of the Roman Empire. Though they were matched in scale, the Han surpassed its European rival in military
technology. The first book to address these subjects in a single comprehensive study, The Roman Empire and the Silk
Routes explores Rome’s impact on the ancient world economy and reveals what the Chinese and Romans knew about
their rival Empires.
Helping students succeed in three main parts: class involvement activities, reading this book, and writing about your
learning in an interactive notebook.
What was life like in Ancient Rome? If your 6th grader has ever wondered what it’s like to live in the ancient times
without technology, then this picture book should be read. Ancient history can be a wonderful, interactive read, if you give
your child the right learning tools. Learn about the early history, science, architecture, art and government of ancient
Rome. Start reading today.
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